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CONNECTING CULTURES AND ELEVATING STYLE

Atlas Showroom was launched in the fall of 2015 with an eye toward bringing 
authentic, handcrafted Moroccan goods to the North American luxury market. 
As one of the most time-honored, culturally rich and temperamentally unique 
countries in the Arab world, Morocco boasts some of the finest examples of hand-
crafted carpets, ceramics, sculpture, textiles, furniture, leather and wood–carved 
goods in the region. 

As enlightened consumers look to Asia, Africa and the Middle East for decora-
tive inspiration and bold choreography, there is tremendous interest in acquiring 
authentic handmade items that resonate with mesmerizing craftsmanship and 
timeless beauty. We’re excited to provide a stunning array of options to our cus-
tomers via our online showroom.

THE ARTISAN HERITAGE OF MOROCCO

Artisans have been plying their trade and crafting their wares for hundreds—
and in some cases such as rug making—thousands of years. These are skills 
that are transferred from one generation to another, from master artisan to 
budding apprentice. They also involve an obsessively detailed and time intensive 
process, as only traditional tools and methods are used in the creation of 
authentic handcrafted goods.

At Atlas Showroom, we scoured the countryside, visited the souks, talked to 
the local artisans, watched how they worked and came away with some of the 
highest quality genuine handcrafted goods available anywhere. As of November 
2015, these home décor items have been exclusively sourced from Fez, 
Marakesh, Safi, and Taznakht. 



FURNITURE SETS

Our handcrafted furniture comes from the workshops of master artisans in the Moroccan city 
of Marrakesh. In the bustling medina, traditional craftsmen design and create the tables, chairs, 
chests, sofas, tabourets, dividers and fountains featured. Geometrical patterns and exotic de-
signs combined with high-quality hand-carved wood and fine hand-tooled leather make the per-
fect choice for adding an exotic splash of elegance and regal comfort to your living space.





CHESTS

Mesmerizing decorative patterns and extraordinary sculptural and design details provide these 
authentic handcrafted Moroccan chests with an enduring sense of beauty. Generously crafted 
from beech wood and inlaid with white camel bone and other details make them ideally poised to 
be the centerpiece of any room.



TABLES

Dazzling patterns, vibrant colors and masterful artisan filigree work define the aesthetic virtues 
of these stunning tables. Designed and hand painted by master artisans, they are sure to be an 
exotic and sophisticated addition to any room.



GARDEN

These classic handpainted mosaic patterned garden pieces include standalone fountains with 
pre-wired water pumps, and hefty garden tabletops with wrought iron bases. Both the fountains 
and tables can be utilized booth indoors and outdoors. 



MIRRORS

Enhance any interior living space with our wide array of mirrors in a variety of styles and sizes, 
featuring hand carved metal filigree-style details to frames with camel bone inlays.



CERAMICS

The majority of Atlas Showroom’s handcrafted ceramics (vases, jugs, ashtrays, jars, earthenware, 
etc.) come from the seaside city of Safi — the acknowledged capital of Moroccan pottery. 
Here, master artisans fashion beautiful pottery using centuries-old techniques influenced by 
Andalusian, Moorish and, of course, Berber traditions. 





VASES

Our decorative vases are fashioned in the workshops of master artisans and relying on 
generations of passed down techniques, these home decor items feature a range of colors and 
patterns. In particular, our vases, may possess filigree or latticework, many of which incorporate 
precious metals and Moorish or arabesque design components resulting in an enduring beauty 
that will accentuate any surrounding.





LAMPS

Created in the workshop of master artisans, our lamps will add a note of exotic distinction to any 
room. Featuring a wonderfully unique design aesthetic,The lamps produces a diffuse, filtered 
light, creating a soft, soothing effect.



RUGS

Our collection of hand-woven Moroccan rugs come from the small village of Taznacht high in the 
Atlas Mountains to the south of Marrakesh. Exclusively created by female artisans employing 
ancient methods passed down through countless generations, these mesmerizing rugs are made 
with high-quality, locally sourced 100% wool. From the days of antiquity, these carpets have pro-
vided a way to welcome visitors, brighten interior rooms and showcase a sense of prosperity.’







My experiences living in both Europe and the United 
States and my passion for international travel have 
enabled me to appreciate different cultures and, 
most importantly, helped me to better reflect on 
my home country of Morocco and the rich, diverse 
culture that surrounded me while growing up there.

While I now call New York City home, I feel that 
sharing the ancient culture of Morocco through 
refined artisan goods is not only a way to pay 
tribute to my homeland, but to bring happiness to 
others by offering them something new and unique. 
On a personal level, bringing Moroccan art to the 
United States has made me feel as if both countries 
are closer than they appear, not necessarily 
geographically, but spiritually.

I have long appreciated various kinds of art 
that seek to inspire and also see beauty in the 
commitment and pride of artists and artisans 
the world over. However, I find the traditions and 
practices of Moroccan artisans particularly complex 
and intriguing, as they mirror the eras of success 

and glory of Morocco.
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